
 
 

Objectives: To impart the skills needed to assemble a PC, PC troubleshooting, installing and configuring 

the system. 

Day1: 

1.  Introduction of Hardware and Software/components of computer.  
2. Motherboards, Chipsets & Microprocessor concept & latest available in market. Basics & types of 

HDD/DVD/RAM/SMPS/BIOS etc.  
3. Handling & Holding sensitive equipments, Installing Motherboards, Choosing Cabinet & Cooling 

considerations, Installing CPU.  
4.  Trouble shooting and maintaining PC  

 
Day2  

1. Assembling of different parts of computers.  
2. Knowing ports, wires attached in the PC. Knowing SATA slots, IDE Slots.  
3. CMOS, Setting BIOS configurations.  
4.   Making bootable Devices 
 

Day3 

 
1. Installation of OS (Linux/Windows)  

2. Memory management(partitioning) 
3. Installation of Driver software 

4. Installation of application/utility software, Handling Viruses. 

 
The target student group is equipped with following in their regular curriculum: 

1) Basic Analog Electronics  

2) Basic Digital Electronics 

3) Basic computer Organization and Microprocessor  

 



 
 

REPORT OF THREE DAYS WORKSHOP ON COMPUTER HARDWARE AND NETWORKING 
 

In order to provide skill based education to the students and enable them to explore their interest in 

computer hardware and networking career ,Electronics department ,Mamasaheb Mohol college in 

association with Board of student Welfare ,SSPU organized three days workshop on “computer 

hardware and networking” with “UNISOFT  COMPUTRADE PVT  LTD , PUNE“ as training provider  . 

This workshop was organized as a part of celebration of platinum jubilee of parent institute PDEA. The 

workshop was organized on 25th, 27th and 28th JAN 2016. The workshop was inaugurated by Mr. Vijay 

Bhalerao, Director, Unisoft Computrade, and Pune. In his talk Mr. Bhalerao told students to integrate 

knowledge of allied subjects like electronics to supplement the computer skills, in order to be 

distinguished identity in this competitive world. 

During these three days the knowledge and practice of computer hardware ,configuring ,trouble 

shooting and basic networking like configuring IP and MAK address was provided to the students. 

At the outset of the workshop Mr. Shashikant Satbhai of Unisoft Computrade, Pune provided career 

guidance not only on computer hardware and networking but also on recent trend like network & 

computer security audit .Sixty students from FY/SY/TY B Sc & SY BCA class participated in the workshop. 

The coordinator of the workshop, Head of the electronics department is thankful to Board of Student 

Welfare SPPU for sponsoring this event and special thanks to Dr. Vishal Pawase Student welfare officer, 

MMC for his cooperation. The coordinator is also grateful to PDEA and Principal Dr. Tushar Shitole for 

their support in organizing the event. 
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